Quarries play an important role in our day-to-day lives. They provide the stone, sand and gravel that’s used to build our roads, hospitals, schools and our homes.

TO ensure this important infrastructure remains affordable, it’s important these natural materials are sourced locally – close to where they are used. That’s why you find quarries operating in and around the communities that use their products. For the most part, you wouldn’t know they were there.

The quarrying industry operates to strict conditions and is committed to minimising the impact of its operations on local communities and environments. But if you live close by a quarry, you may hear the quarry operating.

The following information will help explain why this occurs and what quarry managers and government regulators do to minimise any impact on those living nearby.

Well before a quarry is established, extensive planning and development is carried out to determine the best way to build and manage the quarry and to minimise any impact the operations may have on the environment and local community.

The Government sets strict limits on the amount of noise that can come from a quarry. During operation, noise monitoring is undertaken in and around the quarry to ensure compliance with the environmental licence.

Whether you notice any noise will depend on various factors, such as how close you live to the quarry, the weather, the time of day and if a blast has been scheduled for that day. It also depends on the noise mitigation strategies that have been adopted by the quarry.

It’s also important to remember that most quarries are only allowed to operate at less sensitive times of the day, and are often restricted from operating outside daylight hours, Sundays and public holidays. Your local quarry manager will be able to advise you of the hours of operation.

Your local quarry will have community engagement strategies that include consultation with local residents. This provides a mechanism to raise any concerns you may have and at the same time allow the quarry manager to explain the operation in detail and provide assurances that its operations are safe and proper. You can find out more by contacting your local quarry.
Visit www.ccaa.com.au to find out more.